Copyright

The copyright to textual, audio-visual materials, as well as graphic design, layout and conceptual ideas of website www.balticmedia.com is owned by companies SIA Baltic Media® Ltd and Baltic Media® Translations AB.

Trademark

Baltic Media® is a trademark that is registered in the territory of the European Union. SIA Baltic Media Ltd and Baltic Media Translations AB have the exclusive right to use the Baltic Media® trademark.

SIA Baltic Media® Ltd is a company registered in Latvia with registration No. LV40003172317. Baltic Media Translations AB is a company registered in Sweden with registration No. SE556675649901.

Any material from the website www.balticmedia.com is allowed to be republished only with SIA Baltic Media® Ltd/Baltic Media® Translations AB allowance or license after the payment is settled. The holder of the copyright shall be indicated at the publication, as well as the link to the location of the text or image in the site. The conditions and the price of republishing depends on the context, target audience, volume of usage and time limit.

In case of unauthorized usage of trademark Baltic Media® and materials from website www.balticmedia.com an invoice will be issued with the basic license fee and a fine, the amount of which may reach the amount of the basic price.

In accordance with the law, violation of copyright may be subject to legal sanctions against the infringer.